CHILDREN WITH NO PROSPECTIVE PARENTS IN THE REGISTER FOR ADOPTION
Who are the children who are waiting for their parents?
These are the children who are available for international adoption and for whom there are no registered adopters in the register of the Ministry of Justice.
What are these children?
These are children who can be adopted and are in the register for international adoption but for whom there are no registered adoptive parents in the Ministry of Justice’s registry:
	Older children:
These are children who have not been adopted earlier for various reasons such as legal difficulties, lack of a suitable family, etc. Typically, these are children over the age of 8;

2.	Children who have a family relationship (brothers and systers):
Bulgaria strives not to divide children with a family relationship between them. Finding families that have the resources to adopt several children at the same time is more difficult and takes longer;
3.	Children with a medical problem or hereditary burden:
Many children have medical issues, developmental or family-related problems. Some of these conditions are can be treated therefore allowing the child to unleash full potential, while others require longer-term care and family dedication.
A program for children for whom there are no waiting families in the registry
In order to increase the chances of these children to find a family, the Ministry of Justice has introduced a special procedure.
Each month the Ministry publishes on its website brief information about the children for whom there are no registered prospective adoptive parents among the families enrolled in the register. At the request of an accredited organization, the Ministry of Justice provides detailed information and photographs of the particular child. The accredited organization has two months to find an appropriate family and file an application for adoption at the Ministry of Justice.
This procedure is unique because it allows adopters willing to accept a child with special needs or a child of a higher age to start their adoptive procedure much faster.
Easier procedure for adopting these children
The Ministry of Justice is examining applications right away for adoption of children published on the website. The procedure for a waiting child can be started by a family that is not entered in the Register of the Ministry of Justice. It is enough for the prospective adoptive parents to submit a request to declare their explicit wish to adopt a specific child along with a recommendation from the accredited organization involved in the preparation of their social survey. Once the application has been loged they have a period of six months to present the other required documents, which gives them certainty that the Ministry of Justice will wait for the complete dossier to be submitted  in order for the Ministry to send an official adoption proposal.
This procedure is unique as it enables adopters willing to accept a child with special needs or a child of a higher age to start their adoptive procedure very quickly
The procedure puts the waiting children in the forefront in order to attract attention and respond to their needs.
How can I adopt such a child?
If you want to adopt a child form the speacial registry contact our partner organizations in your country. For more information please contact us.
If I have questions about the medical condition of the child ?
The Foundation “Beati” visits all children with special needs for whom it receives information from the Ministry of Justice and prepares additional reports on their condition, photos and videos. You can consult the medical information with doctors and specialists. If necessary, and at the request of the prospective adoptive parents we can make further medical examinations and studies of the child and answer all of your questions.
Let's give a chance
Very often, international adoption is the only alternative for children with special needs to find a family. Over the years, the Foundation Beati’s specialists have helped many children with special needs find their family to give them love, security and support. There are still many children in Bulgaria who need parental love, protection and a permanent home . We are entirely committed to our mission of working for their better future and we know that together we can change their destiny.

